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questions about teaching and learning.
Addressing such questions requires
individualsʼ willingness to share and,
often, reconsider their own privately
held beliefs.
I think about this kind of
facilitation as being full of tensions
— tensions that as a facilitator I want
to, in the spirit of this book, manage,
rather than resolve. I want to be an
advocate for the presenterʼs success,
yet also be in service to the whole
group and its learning. I want to
facilitate with a light hand, yet be
firm in helping the group stick to the
agreements it has made about how
group members will talk together. I
want to honor the steps and intention
of the protocol, yet not feel by the
end of the session as if the protocol
has somehow used us. I know the
protocol will demand a certain rhythm
by its very structure, yet I want to tap
into the natural rhythm of the group. I
want to be an active facilitator — one

that group members can count on to
keep the process safe so they can have
potentially risky conversations with
each other. Yet I know that sometimes
the best thing I can do or say as
the facilitator is nothing, because
sometimes it has to be uncomfortable
for group members to learn and grow.
I want to be a fully contributing
member of the group, yet I know that
good facilitation sometimes demands
that I give my full attention to that
aspect of the work.
I remember the day I turned the
corner in my thinking about myself
as a facilitator. The conversation that
day had been challenging, and the
group confronted some deeply held
beliefs about expectations for students.
I knew that individuals in the group
had moved to a new, more productive
place in their thinking. As I read the
reflections about the session written
by group members, I was struck by
how all of them talked about their

learning, about their students, about
their practice, about how other group
members had challenged them to see
the student work and their assumptions
differently. There was not one mention
about the role I had played as facilitator. That is when I understood what is
for me now the most important maxim
about facilitating protocol conversations:
“This is not about me.” Facilitators
with a broad repertoire of responses and
sophisticated ways of thinking about
their craft are critical to the collaborative
work of teachers. But, in the end, the
work is not about the facilitator, or the
facilitation, or the protocol. It is, first
and foremost, about the learning the
presenter and the group do together
on behalf of students.

guest runners from the bleachers. We
were relaxed and enjoying ourselves
– not only comfortable with the
rules and tools of the game, but also
creating new rules (our scoring system
was especially unique that game). We
were all coaches.
Field Notes for CFG coaching:
Ultimately a team becomes a selfpropelling, synergistic group of
potential coaches. The final meeting
is the one you remember most during
the summer vacation.

kidding helps to keep communication
channels open for the important and
sometimes difficult work of teaching.
Field Notes for CFG coaching – Itʼs
clear to me that my CFG group has
helped me look more insightfully than
I could by myself at my own teaching
practice -- in that sense it is much more
than a game. Still, I find that most of
my effort as a CFG coach is in helping
to create and keep an environment
where people are relaxed and ready
for the unexpected – requirements for
thinking out of their comfort zone.

Gene Thompson-Grove is one of the
three Co-Directors of NSRF.
You can contact her at
gthompsonngrove@earthlink.net

Coaching Lessons...
(continued from page 4)

game when you make the perfect play.
So many skills are critical that there is
always a way to help while we develop
new skills.
Field Notes for CFG coaching:
There are so many skills that support
clear communication. We all make
mistakes along the way. Over a
whole year (or more) as we practice
protocols together we have many
opportunities to improve and support
our own toolbox of skills.
Whoʼs Coach?
Our last game was a make-up for
a rained-out game early in the season.
The other team didnʼt show up. We
were all there and ready to play. With
little prompting, we split up into small
teams and had our own game – filled
with closed fields, pinch hitters and
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The Off Season
Working well together carries
over into enjoying and valuing each
otherʼs skills. Shared moments of
success help clear the way for all
kinds of day-to-day interactions. The
pattern of positive feedback and gentle

David Christman teaches high school
science at Harmony High School
in Bloomington, Indiana. He loves
softball, Shakespeare, and the ukulele
(among things). You can e-mail him at
dchristm@harmonyschool.org.
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eople in the NSRF network
who have developed the habit
of reflection in their practice
often use the NSRF Coaches listserv
to push their thinking or to share ideas
with colleagues. An example of the
kind of cross-country collegial sharing
of practice comes from an on-line discussion about “Quinnʼs 6 Questions.”
The CFG coach who wrote that
she uses Quinnʼs 6 Questions regularly
to check her own teaching, as well as
having her interns use them during
their internships, but doesnʼt know
their source (sheʼs had “…multiple
copies floating around for years and
found them in our CFG tools notebook
uncited”) elicited a response from the
list that reveals the broad scope of the
work of NSRF.
Juli Quinn is a professor of
Curriculum and Instruction at Cal
State University, LA. She has been
a CFG Coach since the first summer of training in 1995, she is a
“Center of Activity” for NSRF in
California, and works with lots of
school folks in building Professional
Learning Communities. Juli developed “Quinnʼs 6 Questions” from a
set of personal life questions, but the
questions, as we know them, were
developed in 1991-1992 when her
sister was a new teacher, teaching first
grade. Juli would meet with her every
Sunday to help her plan for the following week, and since Juli had no idea

NSRF Mission Statement
The mission of the
National School Reform Faculty
is to foster educational and
social equity by empowering
all people involved with schools
to work collaboratively
in reflective democratic communities
that create and support
powerful learning experiences
for everyone.

about the curriculum for first grade,
she had to conduct an inquiry to help
her sister think aloud. From there the
rest is history.
These deceptively simple questions – Quinnʼs 6 – have been passed
around the NSRF network, adapted
and revised in ways that have made
them relevant for different settings:
Quinnʼs Original 6 Questions
1. What am I teaching?
2. Why am I teaching it?
3. How am I teaching it?
4. Why am I teaching it that way?
5. How do I know the kids are
getting it?
6. How do the kids know they are
getting it?
John Newlin of the Southern
Maine Partnership wrote about a spin
off of the Questions that reflect a
broader school application:
1. What are we doing?
2. Why are we doing it?
3. How are we doing it?
4. Why are we doing it that way?
5. How do we know how well weʼre
doing it?
6. How do others know how well
weʼre doing it?
Here is a version of the Questions
that was adapted for meetings:
1. What are we meeting about?
2. Why are we meeting about it?
3. How are we running/conducting our

meeting?
4. Why are we running/conducting that
way?
5. How will we know the meeting was
a success?
6. How will others know the meeting
was a success?
Another colleague, working with
new teachers, has adjusted the order of
the original Questions to match with
backward mapping from standards
(content) to rubrics and assessments
(quality performance) to curriculum
and instruction (pedagogy)...so form
follows function:
1. What am I teaching?
2. Why am I teaching it/that?
3. How will I know the students get it?
4. How will the students know they got
it?
5. How am I teaching it?
6. Why am I teaching it that way?
This revision of unknown origin
caused the writer to reflect upon the
need for personalization in our work.
She shared her revision with the list
“because I think that while lots of us
might be reflexively adding it already,
making it explicit will help surface
assumptions, both ours and others, and
deepen the conversation.”
1. What am I teaching and to whom?
2. Why am I teaching it?
3. How am I teaching it?
4. Why am I teaching it that way?
5. What evidence will I collect to show
my kids are getting it?
(continued on page 13)
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Coaching Lessons from Co-Rec Softball
David Christman, Indiana

B

ouncing Balls
I have always loved games
that involve lots of people
and bouncing balls. They seem
so social, friendly and filled with
quirky and unexpected events. In my
neighborhood, as a child, to get a game
started involved going door to door
to find enough people to play at any
given time, and usually involved kids
of many ages, some adults, and even
a dog or two (great fielders!). We
had to “close fields” if there werenʼt
enough players, expand and contract
teams around mealtimes, and often the
youngest kids were pinch runners for
the adults. I loved the inclusiveness
and ornate strategies that evolved from
so many variables. I also learned a
lot about how different personalities
respond to different situations.
Though I played in more formal
leagues, it was never as much fun.
As an adult, I couldnʼt really find the
right situation to enjoy the many adult
softball leagues here in the Midwest.
It seemed way too competitive and not
very much fun.
That changed five years ago when
I was asked to be on a Co-Recreational
softball team, right around the time I
became part of my first Critical Friends
Group. As time has progressed, Iʼve
become a coach for both groups and it
is hard not to notice some overlap in
skills required to be effective in both
roles.
Field Notes for CFG coaching:
Ideas are a lot like bouncing balls
and tossing them around in a group
of colleagues can yield unexpected
insights. People come to the table from
different backgrounds, some have scars
from previous group interactions and
need to make sure their ideas will be
listened to.
The Rules of Engagement
The “extra” rules of CoRecreational softball involve trying
to balance issues of perceived power:
having the same number of men
and women on a team (two each in
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(continued from page 3)

the outfield, infield
and pitcher/catcher
combination); men must
bat opposite handed
(than their “natural
hand”) and use a bigger
ball (that will not carry
as far) when batting.
Walking a man is two
bases, to discourage
pitching around women
in the order. Batting
orders must alternate
genders. The rules,
especially at first, feel
artificial (not to mention sexist) and
awkward, to say the least.
Still, in the two years weʼve
played as a teacher/parent/spouse/
alumni team, weʼve had a huge
amount of enjoyment playing this
hybrid game, and enough success
(even a few come-from-behind
victories). It has also definitely
contributed to a feeling of closeness
and shared insights within the group,
as well as improving our skill level
dramatically.
Field Notes for CFG coaching:
Protocols can be awkward at times
and may take explaining and practice.
Attempting to “level the playing field”
can yield some false assumptions, but
sharing the power is an important
goal. Having a diverse group increases
the knowledge base and pool of
insights available.
The Player-Coach
I love the side-by-side quality
to being a player-coach, encouraging
people as a fellow teammate. I
enjoy teaching a specific skill, with
permission, and explaining rules and
strategies – but mostly players learn
from their teammates. I really enjoy
it when I can forget who the coach is
and the team runs smoothly during the
game.
Field Notes for CFG coaching:
The team has most of the skills it
needs already in the group. Coaching
involves helping to set and honor
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ground rules. Itʼs challenging to coach
a group and be an active member
at the same time. If youʼre going to
participate completely, make sure the
group is skilled enough to not let you
dominate the time! A sign of a strong
group dynamic is when the group can
share the facilitation.
Diverse Skills and Comfort Zones
I like to ask what positions players
want to play, what goals and fears they
might have and then work from that
space. Some members really only
feel comfortable playing one position
for a while; others like to switch
around. Some of our best games have
been when people are needed to fill
in for absent team members – there is
something about feeling needed that
heightens the effort and enjoyment of
the game.
Field Notes for CFG coaching:
People have to feel comfortable
before sharing and taking risks. The
urgency of being asked to help the
group work on difficult and important
work can bring out the best in
members. Switching roles, finding new
perspectives to view the discussion
increases the possibilities of learning.
Second Chances
There are so many ways to
contribute to a successful softball game
– a nice catch, hit, throw, backing up a
fellow fielder, or hustling down to first.
Mistakes have a way of becoming the
“before picture” of the next inning or
(continued on page 14)
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6. How will my students know they are
getting it?
Here is what Juli wrote about
these revisions and uses: “I do like the
notion of making the question of TO
WHOM, explicit. It was embedded in
the question about how I am teaching
and why...but there seems to be additional power in bringing the students
into the questions in a more personal,
real way...up front.
“Another way I am using the Qʼs
6?s is as an organizing framework for
integrating the variety of ‘professional developmentʼ one of my
schools is trying to integrate. We are
deconstructing the theory and ‘directionsʼ for classroom implementation
into Curriculum, Assessments, and
Instruction and Pedagogy by fitting the
attribute and strategies into the frame
of the 6 Questions...it has helped us
SEE that what we are doing is building
our repertoire of connected ideas and
strategies VS implementing a number
of ‘stand-aloneʼ PROGRAMS that are
unrelated...
“So, the Quinnʼs Six Questions are
helping us feel wealth and abundance
in starting our new year rather than
overwhelmed with the age-old question
of ‘how will I get everything in!ʼ
“Hope this helps, and please feel
free to adapt and share any way these
questions are being used!”
Iʼd like to add as an addendum

the full text of one posting by Teri
Schrader, Principal of Francis W.
Parker School in Devens, MA. I think
it underscores how tools like “Quinnʼs
6 Questions” can influence the culture
of a school – especially when practitioners take the opportunity to reflect
on how these tools apply to their own
work and are pushed in their thinking by colleagues using different
approaches.
“We are in our third and final
week of faculty summer planning here
at Parker School-- and tomorrow we
will spend our mornings in domain
(interdisciplinary subject-based) meetings to share our curriculum across
divisions (integrated grade levelsmiddle, intermediate and upper high
school) and plans for what weʼre
about to ask the kids to do this year....
so, Iʼm thinking about how timing
really is everything. Iʼm struck by
re-looking at Juliʼs questions on this
particular day, given what weʼre up to
here.
“The questions posed in Quinnʼs
6 make me think about framing our
sessions tomorrow differently-- rather
than convening separate conversations
about curriculum and instruction and
assessment, these questions frame a
comprehensive discussion that may
allow us to talk together about the
academic program in a multi-dimensional way and revise our thinking on

NSRF Research Project

any aspect of the work. Terrific curriculum is only as terrific as the means by
which we assess it, and great ideas that
arenʼt thoughtfully framed or translated
into developmentally appropriate class
activities or comprehensible projects
donʼt help kids learn. So... it strikes
me that using the questions here allow
presenting teams of teachers to talk
about the curriculum, yes, but also we
can think alongside about the factors
that must prevail upon our curriculum
building--the questions about intention,
“audience”, anticipated reaction and
potential bonuses or pitfalls we face in
instruction and assessment.
“I will be interested to see how the
deliberate posing and thinking about
these questions helps push us to revise,
change or affirm what weʼre thinking.
Sometimes we wait till a unit or a project is fully designed before tending to
deeper instruction or assessment questions, but it seems like we can consider
the full array at the
design stage.
“Itʼs also a nice, concise format to
frame and discuss.
“Hope the beginning of the year
is a time of real energized renewal and
creativity, and optimism for everyone
in all our schools.”
Katy Kelly is the Director of
the NSRF National Center .
She can be reached by email at
kkelly@harmonyschool.org

Carrie Brennan, Arizona

T

he National School Reform Faculty is taking stock of the various research efforts that have been conducted and
articles that have been written about Critical Friends Group over the past decade, and we need your help. Is your
school or district implementing CFGs as a critical component of a larger restructuring effort that requires careful
documentation, such as the Small Learning Communities or Comprehensive School Reform federal grants? Is your Center of Activity recording the impact of your work, using either quantitative or qualitative measures - e.g. the number of
coaches trained each year, the number of schools using CFGs as part of their professional development program, or case
study narratives of teachers changing their practice? Has your CFG documented the growth of the teachers involved or
the impact of their collaboration on their studentsʼ work in the classroom? Have you come across an article about Critical
Friends Groups that you think others might not be aware of? Are you conducting research related to the work of NSRF as
part of your graduate studies, perhaps even writing a dissertation on Critical Friends Groups? If you answered yes to any
of the questions above, please contact Carrie Brennan and share your “leads.” Call her at (520) 884-1548 or email her at
carrie@cityhighschool.org. The National School Reform Faculty enters its tenth year next fall, and it is essential that we
are able to demonstrate to others the power of our collective work.
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